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WORDS of OUR BELOVED PROPHET
Tune on www.raelradio.net... Don’t miss any of them and
… en joy J

NEWS AND VIEWS
About the Da Vinci code

Many questions came to us lately regarding our position on “Da Vinci Code”, the Dan
Brown’s bestseller and now a movie. This book is such a phenomenal success that it has
triggered all kinds of emotions in people. Some influential Christian Churches have even
tried to stop its publication. The Catholic Church has funded many documentaries to try to
counteract the effects of the novel, explaining that Jesus is god and couldn’t have a
child…
So what is the position of the Raelian Movement regarding this nice and well-built story?
Well, apart from being a nice and well-built story, it makes people question their beliefs
and what they have been told for a long time. The Raelian Movement always welcomes
greatly any publication that has this effect on people, since there are still too many people
suffering and dying from the monotheistic dogmas that dictate life on this planet.
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But before looking at the educational part of this novel, let’s be clear about one thing:
whether Jesus had a child or not is of no interest to us. Jesus was given a message and
his mission was to spread it throughout the world. He definitely touched the whole world,
and one of his main messages - “to love each other as you love yourself” managed to
make it through 2000 years of distortion - this is what matters. The message he tried to
convey had nothing to do with his bloodline, even if he often refers to his father in the sky
who was, as revealed in “Intelligent Design”, his real biological father. Jesus is, like Rael,
the son of one of our Creators and a woman of Earth. The purpose of this original
conception was, as explained in “Intelligent Design” to show that our DNA is compatible
with the Elohim’s DNA, as it is said in the Bible : “the Elohim loved the women of Earth
and had children with them who became the mighty men of the world”. Our Creators are
human beings and made us in their own image. Some of their Prophets were conceived
like Jesus and Rael, to demystify the human concept of god and focus on the message
they had to convey. But people chose to look at the Messengers instead of the Message
they brought, they chose to look at the finger instead of looking at the direction it showed.
And this is probably one of the most important parts illustrated in the Da Vinci Code : the
betrayal of Jesus’ message.
Jesus has obviously been badly betrayed and not by the ones who are commonly known
as traitors like Judas… We have seen that in the Judas Gospel published lately in the
National Geographic, Judas was probably the closest and the most dedicated disciple.
Jesus was betrayed later by those who were seeking power and this is well documented
now and not a fictitious story made up by a brilliant author.
Bart Ehrman, a professor of religious studies at the University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hills wrote: “Once Constantine converts to Christianity, he converts to an orthodox form of
Christianity, and once the state has power and the state is Christian, then the state starts
asserting its influence over Christianity. By the end of the fourth Century, there is
legislation against heretics. The Empire that used to be completely anti-Christian, not just
becomes Christian, but tries to dictate what shape Christianity ought to be”. Constantine
wanted one god and one religion so that he could assert one Empire and one Emperor. He
employed Eusebius to make up the adapted story of Jesus as we know it today so that it
looks just the way he wanted it to be.
Some experts now show that the “Gnostics”, the Christians who were declared heretics
during the fourth century and after, were actually more humanist, philosophical and
feminist and were following a more Christian spiritual path than those who ultimately
triumphed.
So, a few gospels made it through, the politically acceptable ones and a great many
heretical documents were condemned. Luckily they are resurfacing now so people can
have another side of the story and the “Da Vinci” code definitely helps readers to be more
knowledgeable about the real life of Jesus.
Regarding knowledge, the movie starts with a lecture given by the main hero of the story,
a lecture about symbols and how symbols of the past had their meanings distorted. I was
so pleased to see the swastika shown on Buddha’s chest as we can see them in many
temples in Asia. The swastika is a symbol of happiness in Buddhism and, for the Raelians,
it represent the Infinite in time…. Certainly nothing to be scared of!!
A big place is also given to Mary Magdalene in the novel and to a possible marriage
between her and Jesus. Were they married? Was she his favorite disciple? Did they have a
child together ? Raelians just don’t see it as a relevant matter – it is so unimportant
compared with the message he brought. Jesus was certainly living like a human being,
enjoying the multiple pleasures of being alive. He was also the great spiritual leader who
educated his disciples and we are convinced that there was no gender discrimination on
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the part of Jesus back then. Mary Magdalene and other women could have been one of
the main disciples, as is the case with every one of the Prophets. One story told about
Joseph Smith says that he was killed because he refused to give in to some influential
members who wanted to refuse women in their temple?
But this is the past, this is history and Raelians want to focus on the present, and build the
future.
The Messages of the Prophets have been distorted, let’s spread the new message given to
us through the last Prophet, this is more important than anything else as it is saving life
every day. Every day, people are finding hope in the fact that there are dreamers like the
Raelians who believe it is possible to live in a better world where science and love guide
men and women in power instead of fear or guilty emotions induced by the philosophies
of the past.
The “Da Vinci code” illustrates very well the danger of these old philosophies where we
see that Opus Dei monk torturing himself badly as the Opus Dei recommends doing… Is
there such a god who created people to suffer and kill? This week, Pope Benedict XVI
went to a Nazi deportation camp and, touched, asked aloud: “Where was god when all
this happened?” Here is RAEL’s answer:
Finally a pope asks a very good question... but fails to give the right answer : god is
nowhere. As well as during the tsunami and all other big disasters of the history of
humanity - more to come. No "almighty god full of love and compassion" would have
allowed it...How can the pope continue to pray to a god like this even if he does exist ?
The trial of god performed by a group of Jewish Rabbis after World WarII and which
found him guilty was right...except that it was a trial of...nobody as there is no god !

Another Evolutionist Joke J

Would you believe that there are still people trying to
figure out what came first, the chicken or the egg?
Recently, a team made up of a geneticist, a philosopher
and a chicken farmer claim to have found an answer. It
was the egg. Seriously, this is a very profound
evolutionist matter!
Considering the fact that genetic material does not
change during an animal's life, evolutionists have to
figure out a way to imagine how it all started so that they
can still believe in Evolution.
What they think is that, for a bird to evolve into a
chicken, in prehistoric times- at the time when all the
fairy tales are possible-, it must have first existed as an
embryo inside an egg. In other words, the new living organism inside the eggshell would
have had the same DNA as the chicken it would develop into.
This is what Professor John Brookfield, a specialist in evolutionary genetics at the
University of Nottingham, told the UK Press Association.
The story doesn’t tell how this new DNA appeared though. How could the hundreds of
DNA transformations have happened all at once so that the new species called a chicken
could be born?
Evolutionists’ attempts to bridge the gaps in their theory are less and less in agreement
with what we know in genetics and this explains why so may geneticists and biologists are
becoming Raelians as it really makes much more sense to think that the DNA of each
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species is the masterpiece of Intelligent Designers who had fun creating them all,
including us, in their image.

Movement’s life
A new Guide has been empowered in India
Vijay Mohire is the new leader of Bangalore.
Welcome dear Vijay!!

CLITORAID
Touching testimonies received from people who visited
website...

our

Hello,
I am XXXX, a 23 year old Somali refugee now residing in XXXX (a Western Country). I was
circumcised as a young girl while still residing in Somalia. Even until very recently i was
made to beleive that it was 'good' to be circumcised and as i result i had never fully
understood the consequences of this evil practice. Recently i started my university
education and have moved out of my parents' house. As a result of this new found
freedom i started exploring my sexuality. I thought sex was supposed to be this amazing
experience but for me it was extremely uncomfortable and unsatisfactory. I feel like i have
done everything to educate myself and escape from the shackles of a restrictive and
patriarchal culture but lately i have realised that i've been disarmed by them, possibly for
life. I feel like my own parents, my own people, my own culture has failed me. They have
taken away from me what is essential to me for my self-identity, my womanhood. I see
other women and i feel like i'm lacking something. I am constantly preoccupied by this
thought and this has started affecting my psychological health. I do not know who to turn
to for help. I came upon your website by chance and it gave me some hope.
Will you help me?”
“Hello
,
my name is Mohamed. I'm living in canada.
My wife has suffered of clitoral excision.
I want to know if you can make surgery that will allow here to regain sexual pleasure.
If yes, what's the cost of the surgery and what do we need to do to get an appointment
with a specialist surgeon.
Regards “
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Meanwhile in Burkina Faso...

The press
campaign is going on very well in Burkina Faso. Banemanie gave a press conference last
week. She had lots of pleasure to talk about the clitoris, and insist on using the name in
order to remove the taboo associated to it. She requested that sex education is introduced
in schools. She has been so brilliant!
Twenty journalists were there, very respectful. We told them to get ready for more good
news soon... thinking about the announcement of the coming of the Prophet Rael.
Banemanie also gave two private interviews in dioula, the rural language, so that we can
really reach the whole country.

In Switzerland, Kimpa tells us....

Hi everybody.
I attended a meeting yesterday, organized by the foreign office of the Vales county and
the University Institute Kurt Bosch on the subject of clitoris circumcision. I wasn’t sure I
could attend as I have been in this country for only two months and I still don’t have a
resident permit.
I explained that we are members of an association that support clitoris reconstruction and
they accepted a few of us.
After a few prestigious speakers, I was given the microphone. I then started to talk about
the ideas of our Beloved Prophet regarding Clitoraid, telling them that we should promote
the information that it is possible to rebuild clitorises so that they stop practicing this
mutilation. I must say that before my talk, a plastic surgeon who operates on women here
in Geneva, said that he is afraid that the info comes to the ears of the women who do the
mutilation as they might do it even more. According to him, it is better not to talk about it
so that these women won’t know.
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I then asked the question: If we don’t make this information public, how would the
women who suffer find out about the possibility to rebuild their lost organ? Thanks to Dr.
Foldes in France who talked about it, so that other doctors got trained and are offering
their services now.
I also talked about Banemanie and Abi and about the fact that their testimonies inspired a
surgeon in Geneva and a doctor at the womens’ hospital of Nairobi in Kenya to get
trained.
I ended my speech saying that we
should encourage as many doctors
as possible to get trained, especially
in Africa, so that we can cure all
those who have no means to pay for
this operation. The whole room
applauded- about 200 people.
After that, the doctor came to talk to
me and we had a nice conversation.
I will send him a copy of the movie
MOOLAADE from Sembene Ousmane
that denounces circumcision. A
foreign service representative came
to me as well to get my contact
details. He said that I will have my
permit on Monday! He also said that
they may contact me to have more
info on the subject.

Kimpa Vita (in blue on the picture,
next to LiliPeace in red)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Cannes festival.. a
good year J

Famous people need important people... us !!
by Guillaume Demba, Guide

We were more organized this year than last year.... and I am telling you, next year it will
be really special, they will only see us!!
There were Loona, Guillaume, Nora,
Issaey,Yves and ... and.... well, I will not give
all names as we really were a collective brain
in this diffusion and those who were there,
represented us all.
So I have the privilege to let you know that
you have delivered the messages to:
Souleyman Cissé (member of the Jury)
Muloud (famous MTV anchor)
Chinna (famous MTV anchor and daughter of
Dee Dee Bridge Water)
Vincent Perez.( French actor )
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Jean Rochefort .( French actor )
Guillaume Canez.( French actor )
Gad Elmalet.( French comedian)
Pascal gentil.( Karate champion)
Jack Lang.(French minister)
Richard Berry.( French actor
Frédérique Miterrand .(Famous TV anchor, son of President Mitterand)
Vincent London.( French actor )
Lambert Wilson.( French actor )
Michel Lonsdale.( French actor )
Cauet.(French TV anchor
Benex.
Nick Nolte( American actor )
Peneloppe Cruze ( Spanish and American actor )
Sting ( Singer ).....
All welcomed the messages warmly and very
positively. We lived exceptional moments together,
unforgettable, as we were one. Sometimes, we
needed the action of three or four people to have the messages delivered to one artist.
The power of one brain is big but the power of three brains is way biggerJ
In parallel, two Raelian beauties were on the shore line,
their breasts painted, surrounded by TV crews from all
over the world and by producers as well as our slogan
this year was : “ET looks for producers”. Many of them
got the scenario of the messages. We will keep in touch
with them...
We had many interviews thanks to the painted girls.
Imagine if next year there are ten women like them.... J
Come over with us next year... we will really make it
big...
A little anecdote... the international media have
published this picture of Barbie Hsu, a Taiwanese actress
who was at the Cannes festival with the Elohim symbol
tatooed on her neck.. She is a sympathiser. Diffusion
was really everywhere in Cannes this year.

About Raelian artists...
X-Ciel, a Raelian singer in Burkina has told us that the songs of our Beloved Prophet are
aired regularly on the radios in Ouagadougou. The anchors have been surprised by the
quality of the songs and are very happy to play the 19 they have. It is so great to hear
these songs that we, Raelians, have been listening for ourselves only for so long. We hope
to invade all the radios of Africa with these songs which are doing so much good to those
who listen.
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X-Ciël was also recently invited as a guest artist at a Mega-Concert animated by Alpha
Blondy the biggest African Reggae star, in Ouagadougou. “It is so big for me to find
myself on the same stage as my idol, the one who inspired me to sing in 1989...” National
and international press representatives were there.
On the same week, two newspapers talked about him as a serious “messenger” in the
African musical arena.

In San Francisco

“Hate Crime” Cast and Crew Receive Message by Felix Clairvoyant
Members of the cast and crew of the award winning and controversial film, “Hate Crime,”
received the Message from our San Francisco based Raelian team following a special
viewing of the movie in the famed Castro Theater on Tuesday, May 30 th.
Actor Seth Peterson of “Providence”, director Marc Sterling and partner, Tommy Stovall,
writer, and Ebony Tay (music production) received the Message from Nancy, Florence,
Banyan, and Felix, as well as a word of our upcoming Fatwa of Love campaign.
Award-winning actress and activist, Tina D’Elia, of Community United Against Violence, the
sponsor of this event, graciously allowed our team to introduce ourselves and to explain
our mission – thanks to Nancy for establishing the initial contact with her. She also
overwhelmingly accepted our Fatwa of Love postcards to be distributed through her
agency based in San Francisco, embracing the importance of this international appeal to
end hate crimes.
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This emotionally charged movie, an account of two young gay men in Texas and the
aftermath of a vicious hate crime inflicted on them, is gripping, direct, and thoughtprovoking. Please watch for “Hate Crime” to appear in your communities and take the
time to see it. It will certainly demonstrate how vital our mission is to end hate crimes
throughout the world.

The Burning Man Diffusion
By Lara

Dearest Brothers and Sisters across this Colorful Planet:-))
If you remember last October I put an article in the contact about an event I went to
called The BURNINGMAN Festival... which has been happening for the past 11 years in the
Desert of Northern Nevada and has built a collection of close to 40,000 people arriving
into a Dried-up Lake Bed to bring their Art, Music, Love and self-expression to life for the
eight day festival... Do you ever think about what it would be like to live in a
Community/Society/Counrty or World where Freedom, Self expression, Art, Sensuality,
Spirituality, Science, living the moment and Much more are the most Important Points of
Being?
Well, Some of the most amazing moments of imagination becoming reality happened
during the 8 days I spent in the Nevada Desert and most excitingly, myself and another
Raelian handed out close to 1000 leaflets, like gold, really people had the most positive
feed back and comments towards us about the leaflets that I'd ever experienced!!! Not
one person was opposed to our message and even chased me down to get one of the
leaflets when not offered one in passing:-)) The comments like "right on man, there is
NOOO God, that’s Awsome!!!!" and "this is the Best theory I’ve heard Yet, keep it
coming!"....
But only 1000 leaflets for 38,000 people was just not enough!!!! Soooo after this week I
realized, not only how much fun I had but what a potential it could be to diffuse the
Message if we where 10, 20 or even 30 Raelians... with 10, 20, or 30,000 leaflets,
hehehe... as well to offer a place for people to come and discover us through workshops,
shows, activities etc... as this is a Big part of the festival...
During the day camps where offering workshops of every kind, finding your G spot, fire
dance, pole dance, contact dance, Business management, massage, yoga, study your
brain reactions, Art therapy, laughing hours, vocal exercise, sunset, sunrise and all day
meditations by Zen masters and other teachers, Kaballah teachings, Shamanic teachings,
Osho teachings and sooo much more ... During the night the camps where offering night
life like Night Clubs with varieties of different music, shows, circus acts, comedy, more
crazy workshops and the opportunity to meet many different moments of Spontaneity and
Fun!!!
(Very similar to our Seminars but with 40,000 people... hmmmm)
Mostly everyone rode a Bicycle to get around as it was such a Big area to travel and see
everything, or they rode in what was called an Art car, which where vehicles built into
mobile animals, space crafts, dinosaurs, etc... anything you want to make to be creative:)) My favorite was a 90-foot Hydraulic flower that changed color to the rhythm of the
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music its stem and base where playing, it went up and down slowly and rotated.... I’m
sure there where a half a dozen Full size buses in the shape of an airplane, the titanic, a
wooly mammoth or just a fun wagon with giant beds to lie on and drive around the desert
in, with swings to play on and of course a dance floor to move to while passing under the
stars!!!
I have just had the "OK" from Our Wonderful US National Guide, Ricky, to have the
support of the US Movement for this diffusion and have already a collection of people
gathering on my list to join this week in the City of Black Rock, which is non existent until
the 40,000 people create it. :-) The City is filled with people coming from all over the
world joining together in Theme camps that linked to the Theme of the festival... Theme
camps from the Dream Tree, to The Alien Nation, the Shangrila Village etc...(3 names of
Hundreds).
This years Theme and dates are..."FEAR AND HOPE... THE FUTURE"... August 28thSeptember 4th
We had thought of the possible, Embassy for Extra Terrestrials, as our own Theme Camp
:-))) just one of the brainstorms and of course with a few Alien abductions happening
daily, to bring people to our Embassy and let them experience our HOPE for the Future!!!!
We can do anything we want and the more we offer the more people will want to know
us, It is what it’s all about!!!!
Honestly my typed words are absolutely nothing to the way my mouth hung open and
chills ran over my body during the week I was there, there were so many links to a world
with no work, full of pleasure and fulfillment surrounding our Planet as well as witnessing
so many diverse people being together, with no Disputes.....hmmm and of course all the
Creativity starting each day in deciding what costume or creation was I going to put
together to wear, everyone was dressed through their imagination first and even
undressed to completely Nude, with No Problem from anyone:-)))
Our Beloved Prophet has stated the Theme of the Seminars this Year is
DREAM..... to Dream the Impossible, to make the Impossible Possible and this
is exactly what we can do, TOGETHER!!!! Hmmm and I’d LOVE that you might
be there, to bring the vision of the Elohim to 40,000 or more open-minded
people with all our different colors, to Build An EMBASSY for Extra
Terrestrials...... hmmm and have a BLAST while doing so!!!
The main websites to give you more of an idea of what it’s all about, to purchase your
tickets, and know details of sleeping, eating, the airport etc...:-)))
www.burningman.com
For more visual Stimulations of the event see:
http://images.burningman.com/index.cgi?q_photog=&q_category=&q_keyword=&q_year
=2005&skip=960
and
www.reddawnmedia.com
If you want to join the Burningman Raelian Team contact Me NOW:-)))
larangel@rael.org
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Love and Eternal Light In our creative Adventures...
Lara

From Giovanni, Italy
Hi everybody J

This morning, I was reading a book in which I read the following interesting
conversation :
A Zen master talking to his pupil : “think of an apple”
The pupil: “an apple?”
Master: “yes, did you do it?”
The pupil: “huh… yes”
Master : “describe it to me”
The pupil : “well, it is a big yellow apple with little brown dots here and there, with a long dark
stem.. but what does that mean?”
Master: “and the taste?”
The pupil: “a little starchy but sugary”
Master: “Now, do you realize what you have been doing?”
The pupil: “No, I don’t think so… I imagined an apple, is there something strange about it?”
Master: “I just made a sound: “apple” and it triggered in your brain a series of instinctive
reactions. Your neurons started to exchange complex chemical and electrical reactions and you, at
the same time, started to “see” the dimensions, the colors of an apple, you “tasted” its flavor, you
“touched” its flesh… Isn’t it miraculous that your body is able to do this at every moment?”
The pupil: “Maybe, but it is something that everybody does, it’s natural !”
Master : "yes – he smiles- for some people even the most fabulous event looses its charm if it
happens every day.”
****************************
Isn’t it a nice story? J!
We have the honor to live so many extraordinary events, at every moment.
Often we are so trapped in our routine that we don’t grasp the beauty of the moment, its
uniqueness and its infinite and wonderful prodigies.
Everything deserves to be contemplated… and whatever the time we spend in contemplating, we
will never discover all the aspects of its beauty ; among other reasons, as our Beloved Prophet
says, we contemplate every time with different eyes.
Think of the Eloha creating his first bird. Imagine how his eyes must have been in front of this
creature with its colorful wings, freeing itself and flying.
Think of the oxygen that, caressing your nose, reaches your lungs to nourish your cells, following
complex mechanisms, to keep them alive and conscious. It is so beautiful!
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Think of the thousands of years the Elohim have needed to have a human being opening his eyes.
Deep and beautified eyes…
Do not forget it when you see the eyes of someone….
To add to this little reflection, I’d like to propose a short meditation…
Imagine that an Eloha, right now, is playing with some of your neurons, the one of stupefaction.
However hard you try, you cannot stop being stupefied… imagine yourself in that situation! You
are amazed by everything… all that is part of you, all that surrounds you, even the things that are
the most common in your routine.
You cannot avoid being stunned by your new awareness… by your craziest dreams…. By the way
you laugh and how happy you are at every moment…. By the amount of love you give to yourself
and to others…. By how your senses are opening to the infinite…. You are amazed by every
expression offered to you by the infinite…. Imagine!
J

Thank you Beloved Prophet. I will never stop being amazed of who you are.
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